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The Greater Harrisburg Areas has been 

called the heartbeat of Central Penn

sylvania for many reasons. This area is 

located halfway between Philadelphia and 

Pittsburgh, along the major air, rail, 

and highway arteries which link the 

important markets of the East, Midwest, 

and South. Harrisburg, because of this 

unique location, is an important dis

tribution point for goods and services. 

Distances from Harrisburg to other major 

cities in the East and Midwest are: 

Baltimore 75 mi. 

Boston 425 mi. 

Chicago 665 mi, 

Cleveland 309 mi. 

New York 169 mi. 

Philadelphia 101 mi, 

Pittsburgh 202 mi. 

Washington, D.C. 106 mi. 

The surrounding counties of Cumberland, 

Daulphln, and Perry make up the greater 

Metropolitan Harrisburg Area. Harris

burg proper is located entirely in 

Daulphin County. Harrisburg has a 

present population of over 77,000 people. 

Harrisburg is the focal point of a broad 

region of cities and towns, farms and 

fields, which together provide an unique 

combination of rural, surburban, and 

urban personalities for the area. 

Harrisburg is the government seat of 

Daulphin County and is also the State 

Capitol of the Commonwealth of Pennsyl

vania. Harrisburg has been a center of 

business since John Harris established 

his trading post and ferry on the banks 

of the Susquehanna River in the early 

1700's. 
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The first permanent settlement was 

established in the lower part of 

Daulphin County, probably by John Harris, 

the elder, who came to the vicinity of 

present day Harrisburg as an Indian 

trader. John Harris Sr, continued to 

exert great influence up and down the 

Susquehanna River frontier, in nego^ 

tiations and trade with the Indians and 

early settlers until his death in 1748. 

His son, John Jr., who many years later 

founded the city now bearing his name, 

was born about 1726. He continued his 

policy with the Indians and established 

the first fortified settlement on the 

Susquehanna River. By the time of the 

French and Indian War, a considerable 

town had been developed which extended 

eastward into an area now called 

"Paxtang," which was the location of the 

Paxton and Derry Congregations. 

Shortly after the American Revolution, 

the community along with present day 

Daulphin County had assumed proportions 

large enough to be divided from Lancaster 

in 1785, and the same year saw John Harris 

Jr. lay out the simple plans of what is 

now the present city of Harrisburg. 

Because of the great interest in French 

affairs following the French Revolution, 

the title to the French Throne, Daulphin, 

was selected as the name of the present 

day county. It was proposed initially 

to call Harrisburg, Louistown, after the 

French King Louis XVI. This was actually 

done, by the Supreme Executive Council, 

but on the refusal of John Harris, to 

assign titles under that name, it was 

changed to Harrisburg a few years later. 



3. 
The location of the Capitol at Harrisburg 

was not a result of flaws in haphazard 

selection even though locating it at the 

geographic center of the state was the 

main critical reason for selection. 

Natural features and present trans

portation links entitle it to be the 

crossroads of the State. Not only 

has the city been on important east-

west transportation routes, the Sus

quehanna River, which serves as Harris-

burg's and Daulphin County's border to 

the west, has cut a path southward 

through the Applachian Mountains. This 

produced a natural gateway to the 

Piedmont Plains. Harrisburg was actually 

a former St. Lewis in America's earliest 

quest for new lands. Harrisburg played 

an important role in the development of 

the Pennsylvania Canal System of the 

1830's. The newer developments in 

transportation such as railroads, inter 

and intrastate highway systems, and air 

travel, have made Harrisburg one of the 

most important commercial centers and 

distributing points of the East. Rail

roads radiate to Philadelphia, Reading, 

Allentown, New York, Atlanta, Baltimore, 

Washington, and west to Pittsburg, 

Chicago, and St. Louis. 

The identifiable beginnings of Central 

Pennsylvania's industrial growth occur 

before and after the Civil War. Steelton, 

just south of Harrisburg on the Susquehanna 

River, was laid out by Rudolph and Henry 

Keller about 1866, and was named initially 

after Baldwin, after the famous locomotive 

builder. Baldwin, incidently, was very 

involved with the Pennsylvania Steel 



Company, which was later taken over by 

the Bethlehem Concern. This center for 

early steel manufacturing eventually 

gave the town its present day name. 

Other communities comprising the Suburban 

Harrisburg area are Middletown, the 

earliest incorporated settlement in 

Daulphin County, Swatara, Paxtang, 

Highspire, Colonial Park, and recently 

Hummelstown and Hershey on the East 

Shore of the Susquehanna. The West 

Shore suburban areas include Wormlys-

burg, Lemoyne, Marysville, Enola, New 

Cumberland, Shiremanstown, Mechanicsburg, 

and Camp Hill. This is the area that 

Three Mile Island laid seige to in the 

Nuke Scare of 1979. Hershey, a model 

factory town, famous for its chocolate 

factory and dairy industry is a fine 

example of the surrounding country 

setting fabric on the fringes of 

suburban Harrisburg. A wide diversity 

of smaller industries has also grown in 

the various boroughs of Daulphin 

County, lending a certain degree of 

stability to employment. The principal 

classes of employment are: food and 

kindred products, value of production 

$193,495,600; metal and metal products, 

value of production $20,187,800; and 

leather goods, value of production 

14,259,300. The chief products are 

chocolate and cocoa products, iron and 

steel plate, iron and steel rails, iron 

and steel bars and shapes, billets, booms, 

slabs, railroad supplies, newspaper 

and periodicals, printing slaughtering, 

baking products, ice cream, boots and 

shoes, antharacite, byproduct coke, 

and women's clothing. A diverse 



shopping list indeed. 

Passenger rail service is furnished 

by Amtrack with other small lines 

supporting Amtrack in the cargo trade, 

The William Penn Highway (U.S. 22), U.S. 

route 230, The 28th Division Highway 

(U.S. 322), The Benjamin Franklin 

Highway (U.S. 422), U.S. 15, Inter-

states' 81 and 83, and the Pennsylvania 

Turnpike (Interstate 76) intersect the 

Greater Harrisburg Metropolitan Area. 

Harrisburg, a city of the third class, 

is the largest municipality in Daulphin 

County with a population of over 77,000 

people. Steelton, the largest borough, 

has 11,126 residents, with over 11,000 

inhabitants living in Middletown. There 

are over twenty-one second class townships 

ajnd two first class ones, with another 

sixteen boroughs in the Greater Harris

burg Area. 

In the early 1970's, Harrisburg was in 

severe economic trouble. Boarded windows 

along Market Street, a once thriving 

retail market place, were common. After 

the evening Exodus of over 15,000 govern

ment employees to their homes in the 

suburbs, Downtown Harrisburg resembled 

an urban ghost town. Nothing was offered 

in the city on the order of social and 

cultural entertainment, so few ventured 

into the city at night. This developed 

into the classic urban setting offering 

the viewer nothing but rows and rows of 

suburban shopping malls and fast food 

restaurants. These could often be 

found hugging the avenues of escape from 



6. 
the blighted inner city core. And, as 

has been documented in case studies in 

other cities, when the population of 

the city moves further and further away 

from the city core so does the diseases 

of disrepair and neglect. Harrisburg 

was beginning to look like a dead city. 

By 1974, Harrisburg had lost more than 

500,000 square feet of retail sales space 

to the suburban malls. The surrounding 

suburbs grew by more than 5,000,000 

square feet in retail space. This 

represented an overwhelming 89% share 

of the retail market. In 1955 60% of 

the metro area's lodging was located 

Downtown. By 1974 however, only 400 

rooms were available down in the CBD 

with close to 2500 rooms in the sur

rounding municipalities and suburbs. 

Between 1966 and 1973, the total value 

of central business district property 

dropped by almost twelve million, with 

no small impact on the city land and 

home owner's tax bills. Philadelphia 

and Pittsburgh have been attempting to 

revitalize their downtown cores for 

many of the reasons outlining Harris-

burg's problems. The task of attacking 

a similar had one added dimension; the 

presence and influence of a state govern

ment . 

The State Government's construction 

programs of the 1950's and 1960's saw 

expansion of the Capitol Complex away 

from Downtown Harrisburg. This, coupled 

with the state's tax free status, also 

aided in the deterioration process. By 

1972, the condition was one of desparation 

among city leaders. This condition led 
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to "Harristown," their solution to the 

problems of declining economic trends, 

haphazard growth patterns, and a de

clining tax base. 

The Greater Harrisburg Movement was 

formed by private citizens and merchants 

of Harrisburg a few years earlier to 

study the three county Harrisburg Metro

politan Area. The GHM steering committee, 

with council from state leaders, business

men, and civic officials, concluded that 

downtown Harrisburg should and ought to 

be saved. Not just to protect the city's 

tax base, but to curtail and remove the 

social and economic deterioration that 

was spreading to the surrounding com

munities. This problem, if not checked, 

would not only have an impact on the urban 

dweller, but the suburban counterpart 

as well. 

Some of the things that Harrisburg wanted 

to see in the future include, a new and 

revitalized downtown, residential units 

for all age groups and economic back

grounds, a host of parking garages, 

a "first class hotel and convention 

center," and cultural, entertainment, 

and community facilities. 

"Harristown," was the name given to the 

new undertaking which is proposed to 

cover roughly 54 acres, seventeen of 

those acres being streets. The Harris-

town Development Corporation was formed 

in 1974 to put many of these conceptual 

objectives into operation. A seventeen 

member board of directors was chosen for 

a good mix of state and local leaders with 
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representation from the mayor's office, 

Harrisburg City Council, County Com

missioners, The Greater Harrisburg Move

ment and three were chosen at large for 

their civic contributions. These 

individuals were chosen for the task of 

cleaning up and providing a rebirth 

situation for the city. 

The effects of urban blight and the 

problems that needed to be solved were 

all too evident. Along Market Street, 

once prosperous department stores and 

smaller retail speciality establish

ments either ceased today to exist or 

moved out into the suburbs only to be 

incorporated in more competitive large 

retail concerns. Where once fine cloth

ing stores and restaurants stood, adult 

bookstores and low rent establishments 

took their place. And along Walnut Street 

much the same thing was happening leaving 

only one department store, Pomeroy's to 

fend for itself. The once busy bus and 

railroad terminal saw a marked reduction 

in the nvimbers of travelers using these 

services. Major highways and interstates 

built from the late 1950's up until the 

present, completely bypassed the city's 

core in order to increase speed and 

efficient travel by car and truck. In 

essence, the very factors that contri

buted to the success of Harrisburg 

earlier, were now helping to destroy 

the city's heart. 

Through plans of proposed city layouts 

one can see that it is the attempt 

of Harristown to revitalize and reuse 

much of this blighted area. The 



boundaries for the first and second 

projected areas of development are: 

Walnut Street and the State Capitol 

complex to the North, the railway and 

bus station to the East, The Susque

hanna River to the West, and Chestnut 

Street and Harrisburg Hospital to the 

South. Plans call for a transit mall 

running the length of this eight block 

long by four block wide strip of 

downtown, with the main emphasis placed 

upon retail, government, transportation, 

recreation, residential and corporate 

concerns. The main area of development 

commercially occurs between Market and 

Walnut, going the entire west to east 

distance from the Susquehanna to the 

railway and bus terminal. Plans for 

the terminal include a complete restora

tion inside and out, along with a park 

and patterned participant fountain in 

front. Many buildings annually are 

put on the National Historical Register 

from this area. The most recent addition 

is the Walnut Street Bridge, only used by 

pedestrians and bicycles today because 

of damage it received during floods 

caused by Hurricane Agnes. Its iron 

and steel framework bring back images of 

Harrisburg's early prosperity due to 

heavy industry and transportation. 

Accomplishments of the HDC that bring 

us up to the present include: 

(1) The state government agreed that 

the downtown is a "blighted area" and' 

granted HDC $5,000,000. The city, in 

turn, matched the state grant with a 5,1 

million bond issue, 

(2) HDC adopted a twelve year plan. 
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built on the initial grants by the state 

and city, to generate more than 

$3000,000,000 in investments to upgrade 

the center city and Market Square areas. 

Government offices and improvements on 

transportation facilities and mass 

transit are also included in the appro

priation. 

(3) Ground breaking occurred in 

the Fall of 1975, with construction 

stated to start on the Bell of Pennsyl

vania headquarters, two state office 

buildings, and a public mall along 

present day Market Street. These items, 

along with two new parking garages were 

the basis for the first phase of 

Harristown. 

(4) The second stage of the 

Harristown undertaking is much more 

ambitious. This stage, which includes 

the proposed hotel and convention center 

will markedly change the skyline and 

views of Harrisburg. Plenty of space 

is decidedly devoted to the performing 

arts, facilities for day care, retired 

citizens, residential, recreational, in 

order to convert the city from a 

"business only" environment to one also 

for fun, learning, and browsing or whiling 

away some free time. 

The Hyatt Corporation has been selected 

as a co-client with the HDC and other 

private investors, public or private, 

for many reasons, The Hyatt Corporation's 

hotels are all funded and built by 

separate developers and investors, 

This is a situation benefitial to the 

HDC since a trade of financial and 

hotel feasibility resources is often 



provided to the developer by the Hyatt 

Corp. The developer in turn acquires 

the right to use the Hyatt Regency name, 

a most rewarding marketing tool in the 

hotel business. The Hyatt Corp. has 

indicated an interest to locate hotels 

of the Regency class in secondary cities, 

This is quite evident with recently com

pleted projects of similar scope in 

Cambridge, Mass., Indianapolis, Indiana, 

and Memphis, Tennessee. The Hyatt 

Corporation's views on design and the 

integration of various services under 

one roof, lends themselves well to the 

needs of the Metropolitan Harrisburg 

community. Hyatt, a leader in high 

I/. I 

i 

quality design, would insure a signifi- i 

cant contribution to the built environ

ment of Harristown. 
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The objectives of this project not 

only lie in the design of the hotel, 

but with the impact it will have on 

the surrounding communities and the 

environment. These include: 

Designing a hotel that will ade

quately handle the financial and con

venience restrictions placed on flood 

plain design. The strides that a struc

ture of this size could accomplish in 

flood plain planning would be signifi

cant to the designing of other structures 

regardless of their size in flood plain 

situations. 

Providing the needed social and 

business services lacking in the present 

Harristown situation. 

Providing a significant addition 

to the lodging space available in the 

Harristown area. Along with significant 

increases, the quality of the rooms 

and related services should act as a 

model for other hotels to follow. 

Design linkages from the hotel 

to Harristown physically, architectually, 

and mechanically with the rest of 

Harristown*s unique characteristics. 

Providing easily read, accomplished, 

and followed systems of access, egress, 

and circulation patterns into, out of, 

and throughout the site. 

Preserving the wooded environment 

found on most of the island, while 

expliting the views, natural features, 

and vegetation in harmonious architectural 

solutions. 

Creating a landmark or visual focus 

for Harristown and its renewed prosperity. 

Allowing for first class conventions 

with adequate facilities for large 

11 i^ 
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gatherings, as well as personable meet

ing rooms for smaller groups. 

Developing space for retail, 

beverage, and food establishments that 

would not only provide a much needed 

social outlet for the immediate com

munity and hotel guests, but would also 

boost revenues for the bote. 

Expanding upon a strong architectural 

concept; the key to Hyatt's selection 

process in determining architectural 

commissions. 

The goals of the hotel and its relation

ship to the community it serves will be 

ambitious and far reaching. The spirit 

of the atrium, a fundamental concept in 

the success of the Regency style should 

be assimilated into the design condition. 

With reference to the atrium concept. 

Joe Kordsmeir, vice president for market

ing and sales in the Hyatt heirarchy 

states: 

The idea of the open atrium is 
that once you walk out of your 
room you are surrounded at once 
by that excitement, by the 
totality of the hotel . . . , 
so guests simply feel glad to 
be in the hotel. The ambience 
is a status factor; good for 
self esteem.1 

Other goals include: 

Donald Pritzer: "Total environment, 

total experience and excitement, if we 

make you feel at home, we've made a 
2 

million dollar mistake." 

John Portman: "Create the anti

thesis of what you would expect in a 

highly congested, dense, tight urban 

Andrea 0. Dean, "Hyatt Regency 
Hotel Design History; Survey of Hotels," 
A.I.A. Journal (July, 1978), 64. 

'Ibid. , p . 67 , 
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center; make it a happy, fun place 

3 
where people are aware of people." 

Make the people who use the space 

feel as though they are important indi

viduals. 

Graham Gund: "Create a festive 

atmosphere, warm not heavy, restrained 
4 

but not deadly." 

Restore the health and vitality 

of downtown through a progression of 

visual events, with a strong visual 

focus for the rest of Harristown too 

accustomed to inward orientation. 

Design and implement around 

space that most people, whether ini

tiated to the mysteries of architecture 

or not, can experience intensely and with 

appreciation. 

Exceed in quality and integrity, 

the Regencies previously done that 

are in good standing with the public 

and the Hyatt Corporation. 

Make it work. 

3 
Ibid., p. 65. 

Ibid., p. 71, 

I 



15. 
BEHAVIOR PATTERNS AND CYCLES 

GUESTS 

There are two main categories of guests. 

Those who use the space to stay, and 

those who participate in the activities 

offered only. The guests who stay, 

again will undoubtedly use the activities 

also. 

The guests who stay move about in a variety 

of ways. Initially they must register 

in the hotel and find their room. Either 

with the aid of a bellman or precisely 

defined circulation, the guest will 

usually go to his room first. The room, 

is essentially the base for. his operations. 

From here the guest will usually cycle 

between pleasure and business functions. 

The pleasure seeking guest will find a 

variety of activities within the hotel 

itself. There will be places to eat, 

drink, entertain, recreate, or just 

relax. Various times of the day will 

usually dictate when the guest will go, 

and how active each space will be. The 

main lobby(s) are most active at most 

times of the day due to their central 

location. Here the guest can set up 

a base camp with his friends or the 

rest of the family. The central focus 

by which the lobby represents, consti

tutes a sound financial law for con

vention hotels. By locating restaurants, 

bars, convention facilities, recre

ational facilities and meeting rooms 

around this area, the hotel can 

increase the volume and income of these 

activities. The guest has the opportunity 

from have to choose which activity he 

Activity flindlij/sii's 
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or she might want to participate in. 

The coffee shop is perhaps the most used 

eating establishment in the complex. 

Here the guest can eat 24 hours a day, 

with fast service that might be needed, 

say between meetings. The guest can eat 

lightly here before going on to new 

adventures. 

A cocktail lounge located close to or 

within the lobby itself lends itself 

to aggregate mixing of guests, while 

offering varied entertainment through

out the day. The entertainment may 

merely consist of sitting and watching 

passersby, resting and relaxing, or 

talking to a new friend. This area 

could be transformed into a place for 

live entertainment during the evenings 

addition of a single piano, fashion 

shows and exhibits have also been 

staged around this area for increased 

pleasure and entertainment. 

Most restaurants located at the lobby 

area are open for evening dining only. 

The guests should experience a variety 

of dining cuisine either at one continental 

restaurant or better yet have compli

mentary restaurants catering to exotic 

palates provided along v/ith the former. 

The guest will undoubtedly feel relaxed 

and exuberant in the fine quality of 

atmosphere provided. 

Bars or lounges in the evenings may 

offer entertainment either in the form 

of dancing, music, or a floor show. 

A separate disco seems to be popular 
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these days that may attract both guests 

and area residents alike. 

The hotel caters to the area residents 

in all the previous ways. These acti

vities should be made convenient to the 

outside visitor since using these 

spaces constitutes the largest portion 

of the hotels income. Outside visitors 

should feel comfortable and welcomed here 

even if they don't plan on staying in a 

room. The local guests will find the 

bars and lounges excellent for enter

taining friends, and should expect the 

food and atmosphere in the restaurants 

to be of the highest quality. Lease 

space is also provided for stores of 

specialty quality where they may find 

items available nowhere else. The 

hotel should become a cultural mecca 

that will build a foundation for the 

a"î talization of the city of Harrisburg. 

These cultural activities could take 

place in the lobby of the hotel with 

galleries of art exhibits or in meeting 

and convention rooms where debates, 

discussions, interest group gatherings, 

and charity events could be held. 

The guest of the hotel and visitors of 

surrounding areas will utilize the 

convention facilities continuously. 

Space should be provided for both 

large and small gatherings by having 

both large ballrooms and small meeting 

rooms. Here the guest can conduct 

business with his associates or talk 

about old times with long lost friends. 

The guest of the hotel will often bring 
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his family either when on business or 

pleasure. Recreational facilities are 

provided to occupy the businessmen's 

family time, or for him to relax between 

meetings or even close, a deal on the 

squash court. A variety of activities 

are to be provided, each are suiting 

most of the guests. The recreational 

area is often times set up on a club 

status situation, with guest being 

automatic members during their stay. 

This would allow people from neighboring 

people to use it also for the price of 

membership, thus its continuous use and 

feasibility. A pro-shop should be 

provided either in the recreational 

complex or in lease space (added revenue, 

close to lobby). 

DEMOGRAPHY/USER GROUP 

The two main user groups qrethe business

man or government representative and the 

vacation/traveling guest/recreational user. 

Either group will consist of people either 

staying on the hotel or nearby and the 

local user who resides in a surrounding 

area. 

The fact that Harrisburg is the capitol 

of Pennsylvania lends itself to maximum 

usage by the hotel by government employees 

and representatives. Lodging accommoda

tions will benefit the area by more than 

doubling the number of available rooms 

within walking distance of the capital 

complex. The meeting and convention 

rooms can be utilized for party functions 

as well. Many bring or will bring their 

families along if such a facility is offered 

that can conveniently occupy the family's 



time while the father is occupied with 

government business. 

Businessmen will also find the location 

desirable asit is located close to the 

C.B.D. or within most transit travel 

or a short drive by private car to 

outlying corporate offices in the 

suburbs. Again businessmen often 

or will bring their families on such 

trips if occupational activities are 

provided for their families use. 

The hotel is located in an area where 

a number of tourist attractions occur. 

Good promotion by hotel staff could 

increase occupancy by promoting the 

resort type atmosphere that could be 

provided. There are two ski resorts 

within a thirty minute's drive. 

Recreational boating and water skiing 

is being developed in the Susquehuanna 

region where the hotel is located by 

the addition of an inflatable dam 

just south of the site. By offering 

tour packages, the hotel could attract 

guests that might use the hotel as a 

base for excursions to Gettysburg 

(Battlefield), Lancaster (Pennsylvania, 

Dutch), and other areas of historical 

interest, The areal Kipona carnival 

staged around the site attracts thou

sands each year to watch speed boat 

and water skiing races, while offering 

various cultural and culinary activities, 

The people attracted to the hotel for 

these activities will varied from 

young singles to married couples, 

with children, to older retired people. 
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A varied cross section of individuals 

from the surrounding area will be 

attracted to the hotel solely for its 

entertainment and convention facilities, 

Local groups may utilize the meeting 

rooms for gatherings and individuals 

will welcome the increase in night 

life, restaurants, and entertainment 

that the hotel will provide on the 

Harrisburg scene. Undoubtedly this 

will be the largest group of all. 

The recreational facilities again may 

be assured of occupancy by providing it 

with club status. Hotel guests will 

automatically be allowed to use the 

facilities during their stay. By 

paying club fees, the hotel would 

gain revenue and funds for upkeep of 

the space and assure its continued use. 

from users of the immediate area. The 

only other recreational club close to 

C.B.D. and capitol for the use of 

businessmen and government officials 

is the Y.M.C.A. 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEUQENCES 

The consequences of the hotels activities 

on the environment are minimal due to 

its self contained nature. The island 

itself is surrounded by a body of water 

which would assure its isolated location. 

All waste disposal will be removed from 

the site to the city incinerator without 

injuring the ecological balance on the 

site. Little if no wildlife resides 

on the island and there are no species 

of animal only found there and nowhere 

else. The fact that a nuclear power 

plant was built 15 miles down stream 
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on the same river (three mile island} 

renders the consequences that the hotel 

might have on the ecosystem as harmless 

in comparison. The impact of con

struction on this island is also 

minimal, as very little construction 

will occur covering the surface perma

nently due to the fact that much of the 

island is within 50 years levels of 

flood plain maintenance, which 

necessitates raising the structure 

for building code and feasibility 

reasons. It is the intention of the 

author to leave as much of the island 

as possible undisturbed and retaining 

a park-like atmosphere. 

ill 
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ANATHIS BEACH HOTEL 

1. Direct relationship with outside. 

2. Completely outward oriented. 

3. Floor suggests exterior at every 

point in plan. 

4. Circulation always leads to exterior. 

5. Concealed view of the beach at the 

hotel's entrance and approach, con

trasts with the unfolding views of 

the beach from the interior and 

opposite side of the hotel. 

^6^. 
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HYATT REGENCY SAN FRANCISCO 

1. By locating the vertical circulation 

inwardly, it necessitates the lobby 

to be more important than its counter

part at the Hyatt Regency Houston. 

2. Perimeter circulation places emphasis 

on retail activities located there. 

3. Restaurants and bars in lobby make 

it more central in emphasis. 

4. Triangulated inward plan produces 

more concern for interior emphasis 

than to the exterior. 



HYATT REGENCY HOUSTON 

1. Triangulated plan places emphasis 

on exterior circulation. 

2. Circulation forces one to travel 

perimeter of hotel interior. 

3. Circulation path exposed all 

activities to the guest by 

making him go by each point of 

interest. 

4. Vertical circulation located 

at intersection of parking 

facilities and hotel activities 

to cut down walking distances. 

5. Central lobby occupies void where 

no other activities occur. The 

activities are generated on the 

perimeter. The lobby is merely 

a place to sit and watch from a 

central point. 

26, 
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HYATT REGENCY O'HARA 

1. Loop path of circulation which 

ties all activities with lobby. 

2. Central core vertical circulation 

ties lobby in with sleeping towers, 

3. Closed square inward plan with 

circulation loop as vehicle of 

tying in convention, retail, and 

eating activities. 

4. Guest rooms and activities are 

tied together on every level 

by elevator core located in the 

center of the atritom. 

5. Inward oriented plan with main 

visual focus being the lobby and 

vertical circulation structure 

located at its center. 

• si,: 
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PUBLIC AREAS 

Main Lobby and Front Desk 

Administration 

Rented Space 

Convention and Banquet 

Restaurants 

Cocktail Bar and Lounges 

Public Circulation 

Public Cloakrooms and Toilets 

SERVICE AREAS 

Mechanical, HVAC Space 

Storage Areas 

Workshop/Maintenance 

Receiving Dock 

Main Kitchen and Severey 

Function Room Pantry 

Storage/Food, Beverage 

Housekeeping 

Employee Spaces/lockers, etc. 

Circulation within Service Areas 

SQUARE ] 

10 

10 

2 

24 

18 

7 

10 

4 

FEET 

,000 

,000 

,000 

,000 

,000 

,000 

000 

000 

SQUARE FEET 

14 

10 

4 

7 

12. 

6, 

10, 

10, 

12. 

10, 

000 

000 

000 

000 

000 

000 

000 

000 

000 

000 

180,000 TOTAL SQUARE FEET 

Space Summary 



PUBLIC AREAS 

Main Lobby and Front Desk 

Administration 

Rented Space 

Convention and Banquet 

Restaurants 

Cocktail Bar and Lounges 

Public Circulation 

Public Cloakrooms and Toilets 

SERVICE AREAS 

Mechanical, HVAC Space 

Storage Areas 

Workshop/Maintenance 

Receiving Dock 

Main Kitchen and Severey 

Function Room Pantry 

Storage/Food, Beverage 

Housekeeping 

Employee Spaces/lockers, etc. 

Circulation within Service Areas 

^ . 

SQUARE FEET 

10,000 

10,000 

2,000 

24,000 

18,000 

7,000 

10,000 

4,000 

SQUARE FEET 

14,000 

10,000 

4,000 

7,000 

12,000 

6,000 

10,000 

10,000 

12,000 

10,000 

180,000 TOTAL SQUARE FEET" 



BEDROOMS AND SUITES 

Single 

Double 

Adjacent Doubles 

Suites 

NUMBER 

800 

150 

40 

10 

SQUARE FEET 

480 

590 

590 

750 

EACH 

31 
SUBTOTAL SQUARE FEET 

384,000 

88,500 

23,600 

7,500 

TOTAL SQUARE FEET 503,600 

TOTAL SQUARE FEET FOR PUBLIC/SERVICE AND ROOMS 683,600 SQ. FT, 

The first table on the previous page 

is based on an incremented allotment 

per room, in this case per 1000 rooms, 

based on previous case studies. The 

second table is based on average 

comfort; single rooms, high comfort; 

double and adjacent rooms, and deluxe 

comfort; in this case suites. The 

total areas of the bedrooms can be 

broken down into bedroom, bathroom, 

support services, circulation, and 

public areas (not the restaurants, 

bars, and lounges, etc.), circulation 

areas include corridors and staircases. 

Total square feet per residential unit 

are 320 sq. ft. for single rooms, 

390 sq. ft. for double and adjacent 

double rooms, and 480 sq. ft. for 

suites. These totals include the 

immediate areas of guest accommodation; 

bedroom, bathroom, and immediate 

peripherial circulation. In the case 
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of suites, kitchenettes and other 

special spaces may be provided. 

Fred Lawson, Hotels, Motels and 
Condominiums; Design, Planning and 
Maintenance (London; England: The 
Architectural Press Ltd., 1976), p. 65, 



of suites, kitchenettes and other 

special spaces may be provided. 

Fred Lawson, Hotels, Motels and 
Condominiums; Design, Planning and 
Maintenance (London; England: The 
Architectural Press Ltd., 1976), p, 65, 
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$5. 
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

The Hyatt Corporation operates a 

franchise system which allows developers 

to obtain support in terms of image, 

history and financial and business 

advice. The cost of this franchise 

association often requires affiliation 

and royalties, fees, advertising, 

stationary and reservation costs, and 

initial licensing. The sources of funds 

needed are up to the developers. The 

Harrisburg Development Corporation 

was found by the State of Pennsylvania 

and the City of Harrisburg to provide 

financing and development of projects in 

Harristown. The H.D.C. would be a 

likely candidate, as it has the 

authority to draw upon both private 

and public funds. Private firms, such 

as Bell of Pennsylvania have substantial 

interests in Harristown and would be 

likely to assume responsibiility or 

aid in funding to protect their own 

investments. Sources by which they 

would refer to would be retained company 

profits, new share capital or finance 

within their own group. The methods 

they could employ might include sale 

and lease back methods, short term 

secured and unsecured loans or bridge 

financing. These are internal directions 

for financing. Externally the developer 

could rely on jointstock, banks, merchant 

banks, insurance companies, and property 

investment companies as sources for 

funding. In turn, they would be 

funded by long term bank loan stock, 

mortgages or secured loans, debenture 

stock and equity participation or 

convertible stock and bond methods. 

Financial and Cost flnalsys 



55. 
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

The Hyatt Corporation operates a 

franchise system which allows developers 

to obtain support in terms of image, 

history and financial and business 

advice. The cost of this franchise 

association often requires affiliation 

and royalties, fees, advertising, 

stationary and reservation costs, and 

initial licensing. The sources of funds 

needed are up to the developers. The 

Harrisburg Development Corporation 

was found by the State of Pennsylvania 

and the City of Harrisburg to provide 

financing and development of projects in 

Harristown. The H.D.C. would be a 

likely candidate, as it has the 

authority to draw upon both private 

and public funds. Private firms, such 

as Bell of Pennsylvania have substantial 

interests in Harristown and would be 

likely to assume responsibiility or 

aid in funding to protect their own 

investments. Sources by which they 

would refer to would be retained company 

profits, new share capital or finance 

within their own group. The methods 

they could employ might include sale 

and lease back methods, short term 

secured and unsecured loans or bridge 

financing. These are internal directions 

for financing. Externally the developer 

could rely on jointstock, banks, merchant 

banks, insurance companies, and property 

investment companies as sources for 

funding. In turn, they would be 

funded by long term bank loan stock, 

mortgages or secured loans, debenture 

stock and equity participation or 

convertible stock and bond methods. 
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The H.D.C. could utilize these private 

resources and also call upon federal, 

state grants and loans: matching grants, 

bond issues, or government loans at low 

interest and (or) fixed period interest. 

Cost reductions can be achieved in a 

variety of ways: some are: 

.Planning: to meet precise market 

objectives. 

.Arrangement: simplifcation of 

structure by cellular systems. 

.Construction: elimination of time 

consuming activities, 

.Engineering Services: omition of air 

conditioning or other services in 

certain areas. 

.Simplification of design: utilization 

of standardized components. 

.Packaging agreements: design build. 

34. 
The main sources of hotel revenue lie 

in the food and beverage and convention 

banquetting trade. Good establishments 

in the hotel that provide these services 

not only attract people to stay there, 

they also attract visitors staying in 

other hotels, and guests from the 

immediate vicinity. Hyatt increased 

its revenues substantially by locating 

lounges within the lobby area which 

in turn increased their most expensive 

unit, liquor. 

Cost of land and site development includes 

demolition, preparation, landscaping, 

external works, estate fees and charges. 

The costs of construction include the 

building shell, finishes, equipment, 

engineering services and a central 

plant plus professional fees and 
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insurance. The costs of furnishings 

include interior finishes and styles, 

decor, loose furniture and fittings. 

The costs of operating equipment will 

include linen, china, glassware, silver 

ware, utensils and uniforms. If 

recreational or anallay facilities 

are provided, costs for these would 

include recreational units and equipment 

such as swimming pools, squash courts, 

etc. 

The sources of financial support will 

depend in turn by the capital costs 

and prevailing rates of interest. 

This may also be related to date base 

or allow for inflation rates. For 

instance, finance during construction 

might pay for interim payments during 

construction at rates of interest. 

Pre-opening expenses would include 

payroll costs, advertising and promotion. 

Working capital will be needed for 

financing of goods received, expenses, 

insurance, taxes, licenses, charges 

for public utilities, heating, lighting, 

and generating costs. 

Ways of marketing these costs and others 

will depend on policies adopted by the 

hotel chain. Operating costs are 

usually based on the project, taking 

into account policy, operation and 

volume. The four major ways in which 

these costs can be accommodated and 

revenue produced will be by: letting 

guest rooms, selling meals, selling 

alcoholic and other beverages and 

providing rooms for conventions, 

private dining, exhibitions, concessional 
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and catering space and leasing space 

for shops and kiosks. 



COST ANALYSIS 

CIPA 1974 High Class luxury hotel; $45 - 58,000/room 

Use (50,000) (1000) rooms = $50,000,000 

At 12% inflated rate/after 5 years = 60% (to bring up to 1979 costs) 

(.60) (50,000,000) = 30,000,000 

-^50,OOP,OOP _ 
$8P,PPP,PPpl 

Total estimated cost = $8P,OPO,PPP 

COST BREAKDOWN 

Item 

Preliminaries and insurance 

Contingences 

Substructure 

Total 

Structural Elements 

Frame and upper floors 

Roof 

Staircases 

External walls 

Windows and external doors 

Internal structural walls and 
partitions 

Internal doors, iron mongery 

Total 

percent 

12 

2.5 

5.5 

20% 

11.3 

2.1 

1.6 

4,0 

5.7 

3,7 

4,6 

cost 

$9,6PP,P00 

2,000,OPO 

4,4PP,PP0 

$16,OOP,PPP 

9,P4P,PPP 

1,68P,PPP 

1,28P,PPP 

3,2PP,PPP 

4,56P,PPP 

2,96P,PPp 

3,68P,PPP 

$26,4PP,PPP 

„ .^5°"^ Hotels, Motels and Condominiums. Design. Planning and O^ 
ITD ,^ll7T.') ^' ^^"^^ (London, England: The Architectural Press, -1 



Previous total $42,40P,PPP 

Item 

Finishes and Fittings 

Wall finishes 

Floor finishes 

Ceiling finishes 

Decoration 

Fittings 

Total 

percent cost 

1.6 

2,8 

2,2 

2,P 

6,4 

1,28P,PPP 

2,24P,PPP 

1,76P,PPP 

1,6PP,PPP 

5,12P,PPP 

15% $12,PPP,PPP 

Services 

Sanitary appliances 

Waste, soil and overlow pipes 

Cold and hot water services 

Heating, ventilating, air 
conditioning 

Electrical Services 

Special services 

Tota l 

Grand Tota l 

2,7 

2.3 

3.6 

7.6 

7.2 

8,6 

32% 

1PP% 

2,16P,PPP 

1,84P,PPP 

2,88P,PPP 

6,P8P,PPP 

5,76P,PPP 

6,88P,PPP 

$25,6PP,PPP 

$8P,PPP,PPP 

-•-A Fill m m 



Revenue 

Room sales 

Food sales 

Beverage sales 

*Ave/Room 

1P,59P,4P 

7,483,2P 

3,398.4P 

Minor departments 1,622.4P 

Stove rentals 972.PP 

Other income 6P9,8P 

Total $2P,772,8P 

Percent 

93.8 

3P.9 

14.2 

6,7 

1.9 

2.5 

1PP% 

/IPPP rooms 

1P,59P,4PP 

7,483,2PP 

3,398,4PP 

1,622,4PP 

472,PPP 

6P4,8PP 

$2P,772,8PP 

*6P% inflated rates included from 1974-1979 C5xl2=6P) 

Expenses 

Payroll and related expenses 

Food cost 

Beverage cost 

Departmental costs 

Administrative and general 

Advertising and promotion 

Heat, light and power 

Repairs and Maintenance 

Rent 

Depreciation 

Ofhter capital expenses 

Profits before income taxes 

Total 

Percent 

33.6 

10.5 

3.5 

10,7 

4.7 

2,6 

8.3 

2.6 

6.8 

5.2 

7.6 

3.9 

Costs 

6,979,66P.8P 

2,181,144 

727,P98 

2,222,689,6P 

976,321.6P 

54P,P92.8P 

1,729,142,4P 

59P,P92,8P 

1,912,55P,4P 

1,P8P,185.6P 

1,578,732,8P 

81P,139,2P 

1PP% $2P,772,8PP 

sssmi 



Component of cost In a developed areas. 

Percent 

IP 

1.5 

Item 

Land 

Site 

Building construction 50 

furniture, fixtures, equipment 15 

Fees 5 

Finance tax 20 

Operating equipment 1̂ 5 

Pre-opening 4 

Inventory 2 5 

Working capital 1,5 

T** 



A^. 
ENTRANCE AND RECEPTION 

The main entrance is very important as 

it gives the individual his first im

pression of the hotel. It should be 

clearly defined to aid in flow and 

circulation. The main entrance for a 

luxury hotel should reflect the high 

quality of design that typifies the 

interior spaces. It should lend itself 

to direct access to the reception and 

reservation desk, to avoid losing the 

individual. If the reception area is 

on a lower floor, direct and unobstructed 

access should be provided to the space. 

A protective covering should be pro

vided to protect both guest and baggage 

from the elements. It must be high 

enough to allow both buses and coashes 

to enter underneath and wide enough to 

accommodate two cars side by side. 

The entrance should be well lit and 

easily recognizable, again to alleviate 

confusion by the guest. 

Doors should be large enough to accom

modate both guests and baggage. They 

should be conveniently operable, with 

automatic open doors being the most 

commonly used. When using operable 

revolving doors, codes require that side 

hung conventional doors be provided 

close by in case of emergencies and wheel 

chair access. 

An area of transition should be provided 

for many reasons, between the entrance 

and reception area, and with heavy areas 

of flow. Wear on fine floor finishes 

necessitates the desire to protect them 

from soiling and wear. A transitional 

Space Performance 



42. 
ENTRANCE AND RECEPTION 

The main entrance is very important as 

it gives the individual his first im

pression of the hotel. It should be 

clearly defined to aid in flow and 

circulation. The main entrance for a 

luxury hotel should reflect the high 

quality of design that typifies the 

interior spaces. It should lend itself 

to direct access to the reception and 

reservation desk, to avoid losing the 

individual. If the reception area is 

on a lower floor, direct and unobstructed 

access should be provided to the space. 

A protective covering should be pro

vided to protect both guest and baggage 

from the elements. It must be high 

enough to allow both buses and coashes 

to enter underneath and wide enough to 

accommodate two cars side by side. 

The entrance should be well lit and 

easily recognizable, again to alleviate 

confusion by the guest. 

Doors should be large enough to accom

modate both guests and baggage. They 

should be conveniently operable, with 

automatic open doors being the most 

commonly used. When using operable 

revolving doors, codes require that side 

hung conventional doors be provided 

close by in case of emergencies and wheel 

chair access. 

An area of transition should be provided 

for many reasons, between the entrance 

and reception area, and with heavy areas 

of flow. Wear on fine floor finishes 

necessitates the desire to protect them 

from soiling and wear. A transitional 
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area impervious to wear and soiling 

from dirt, mud or water is desirable. 

Foot traffic to other spaces should be 

routed through this space as to bypass 

the lesser used areas with more expensive 

or easily worn surfaces. A transitional 

space could gradually make the guest 

aware of the interior lobby, or it 

could thrust him into it as a surprise 

element; a favorite technique charac

teristic of other Hyatt Regency hotels. 

The method of handling baggage should 

be flexible and varied to accommodate 

the guests' requests. Many guests 

lack the confidence in hotel staffs to 

part with their baggage immediately 

upon arrival. Direct conveyor belts, 

lifts and separate baggage entrances, 

ehile convenient to the hotel, might 

not be acceptable to the guest. There

fore, it is necessary and appropriate 

to provide as many of these services 

as possible, and apply the one best 

suited to the guests' requests. The 

conveyor and lift systems are to be 

best suited for large groups and 

character situations. 

Again, the reception area and reception 

desk should be located so that it is 

easily seen upon arrival. It should be 

immediately close to the elevators 

and stairs to cut the walking distances 

to rooms and other activities within 

the hotel. It should be proximal to 

administrative and management offices, 

since most guest management inter

action most likely will occur at this 

point. Separate counter facilities 
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should be provided for inquiries, 

information, adn for checking in and out 

This will increase the speed and effi

ciency which is of paramount importance 

in a hotel of the highest quality. The 

top of the desk, along with its height, 

should be suitable for writing. A 

highly visual and uncomplicated system 

of graphics might be provided to allow 

for ease of flow. Equipment is listed 

in the Detailed Space Requirements. 

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE 

The manager's office should be near the 

reception area due to its conspicuous 

center of activity. Other offices such 

as accounting and records need not be 

located proximal to the reception area, 

but should be linked at least via 

telephone communication for staff 

efficiency, In such a large hotel, 

computerized accounting machines are 

used with monitors located at certain 

areas. Manager/guest contact happens 

most frequently in and around the 

reception and lobby area, so accessi

bility to these areas from the 

administrative offices is important. 

Basically there are three areas to 

administration; front of the house, 

back of the house, and control. There 

is usually some overlap, but basically, 

back of the house is concerned with 

the kitchen, storage of perishables, 

shipping and receiving, and mechanical. 

The front of the house concerns itself 

mainly with guest courtesies and house

keeping. The control division is over

all administration, be it the manager 
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of the bote, or an administrator who 

oversees the convention, retail, and 

food service, and hotel operations. 

Certain areas of hotel administration 

should be accessible to the public, with 

the most likely areas being the porters' 

station and the reception desk. 

RECEPTION LOBBY 

The site selection has a lot to do with 

the orientation of the lobby. If the 

exterior is attractive, it might be 

wise to consider the spacial character 

as a part of the interior. If more 

of an inward space is desired, a more 

secular space should be provided. The 

lobby is an integral part of Hyatt Regency 

design, with a predominate atrium 

dominating the quality of the space. 

The emphasis of the lobby being the 

central part of the hotel is current 

in the Hyatt theme, having close dis

tances to all interest points from the 

lobby space. The retail space should 

be close to the lobby, if not in it. 

This produces much more display traffic, 

it induces more to buy, when more 

guests are around to buy. The restaurants 

and bars should be proximal if not a part 

of this space, for the same reasons. If 

services such as convention facilities 

are not a part of the lobby, but are 

close by, good signage, graphics, and 

orientation should be provided. The 

lobby space should be free of traffic, 

service that is, and in turn, reflect 

the guests' needs and their activities. 

Furnishings and equipment are located 

in the Detailed Space Analysis. 
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40>. 
LOUNGES 

The idea that the lounge in a hotel 

should be a separate spaces is changing. 

Most lounges have either been aclimated 

into the restaurant and bar scheme, or 

have been introduced into the lobby 

proper. The main reason is that a more 

conspicuous lounge means increasing 

revenue in the alcoholic beverage trade. 

These spaces have taken on a more 

relaxed informal atmosphere, and could 

be used as a transitional element be

tween the lobby proper, and the other 

restaurants and bars located around the 

lobby space. The furnishings provided, 

will reflect the character of the space. 

Regardless of the furnishings selected, 

all furniture should be designed for 

comfort and ease of maintenance. If 

the lounge is to be a part of the lobby. 

careful consideration should occur in 

selecting durable floor coverings. 

BARS 

The design of the bar(s) is determined 

by the number of services it must pro

vide or assist. Often one or more bars 

of different themes are utilized to 

accommodate service to restaurants, 

rooms, banquetting and meeting rooms, 

and themselves. In most cases, a hotel 

of this size will probably be provided 

with bars for each service, with over

lapping taking place for accommodating 

the ebb and flow of demand. These 

spaces, like all other public spaces 

in the hotel, must be made accessible 

to the handicapped. The main items 

may be found in the Detailed Space 

Requirements. More than one bar 

_t̂  
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bar provides the increased revenue of 

local night life, and an increase of 

general public use of the space. This 

is critical for the project proposed 

due to the insufficient availability of 

night spots available in the area. The 

introduction of two or three lounges 

or bars would make a most significant 

impact on Harrisburg's social atmos

phere. The drinking age is twenty-one 

in Pennsylvania, thereby giving a focus 

to the user group, and the type of 

design that would attract the age group. 

DINING ROOM, RESTAURANT, AND COFFEE SHOP 

These eating spaces are frequently used 

by the surrounding population, and they 

should definately be encouraged to do so. 

Therefore, outside entrances, or entrances 

from a large exterior court, should be 

made available for ease of access. 

There may be several dining rooms, each 

catering to a specific theme or type 

of food, but each should be linked in 

some way to the kitchen. Independent 

serveries may be utilized for each 

space, where food is prepared like 

salads and breads, and beverages could 

be drawn before serving the guest. 

The restaurants should be of the highest 

quality, as to attract people from the 

surrounding communities as well as the 

guests. The range of establishments 

should include continental restaurants, 

speciality restaurants, and buffet 

bars or coffee shops. 

The kitchen should be oriented as to 

save both restaurants both time and 

money in production. It should serve 
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restaurants, buffet services, and con

ventions. The kitchen should be located 

either on the same floor on a different 

floor with lift service to the respected 

facilities. The cooking could be broken 

down into specialized services within 

the main kitchen if different dining rooms 

catered to specific types of food. The 

bulk of the cooking, however, should be 

done to provide supply and service 

systems to the kitchen: It makes it 

easier if everything is done in one 

place for circulation purposes. Storage 

of food and perishables should be located 

in this space along with the bulk of the 

baking and food preparation. Design 

of the main kitchen proper, will be 

influenced by the chef chosen. Many 

have their own independent views of the 

kitchen and its design. This would aid 

design of the kitchen significantly 

if imput by such an authority were 

available. The kitchen will not only 

have service to the bars, restaurants, 

and ounges, either by direct or indepen

dent serveries, but it will also serve 

the guestrooms and banquet halls as well. 

Maximum ease of circulation and coordina

tion of all services within the kitchen 

to make it run efficiently, is the key 

to proper kitchen design. 

Restaurants within the complex will offer 

a variety of foods at a variety of prices. 

One continental restaurant should be 

provided as to offer a variety of foods 

in one place. This restaurant would 

then seat the most. One or two theme 

restaurants could then be proposed to 

offer delicacies from different cultures. 

^ 
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or provincial food native to the area. 

The theme restaurants would be much 

smaller but with the same emphasis on 

quality and service as in the continental 

restaurant. Liquor should be provided 

in all except the coffee shop. The 

coffee shop should offer the same quality 

of food, but should emphasize efficiency 

and speedy service. Again, the style 

selected, will determine the design and 

furnishings. The theme restaurants would 

be wise to serve food either in demand 

or exotic to the provincial palates. 

The continental restaurant should have 

menues that reflect a broad base of 

culinary backgrounds, with emphasis 

placed on elegance in its interior. 

FUNCTION ROOMS 

Function rooms for convention and meeting 

purposes should be both large to 

accommodate a considerable percent of 

the hotel guests (IPPP rooms) and 

flexible within to offer a variety of 

services. The cost of such a space is 

high, and only after frequent use will 

it pay for itself. Therefore it is 

wise to plan this space so that it will 

be used simultaneously. In this manner 

maximum usage will occur. Various 

activities that could occur either 

by themselves or simultaneously are 

conventions, conference, exhibitions, 

banquets or ballroom activities. The 

main space could be adapted simul

taneously using different floor cover

ings, furniture and fixtures, and 

moving screens. The main difficulties 

for using the space for more than one 

purpose is that problems in sound proofing 
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usually occur. Considerable storage 

space will be needed for seating and 

other furnishings, stacking furniture 

would be most advisable as it decreases 

amount of this storage that required. 

Storage space should also be conveniently 

near. 

If public use of this main exhibition 

hall to be planned, it would be wise 

to have the public entrance either to 

the outside, or to the foyer, by passing 

the reception area. This will alleviate 

any conflict between guests checking 

in and out, and people going into the 

main hall. There should be at least 

two independent exits, and emergency 

escapes one probably required by law. 

The acoustical proporties of such a 

large and versatile space, bring up 

particular problems in planning. The 

accoustical properties and design in the 

hall must be versatile both when used 

as one space, or many spaces. Not only 

must the space be designed, or equipment 

added to the space to prevent sand 

transmission to different areas partioned 

in the twain hall, but concern for 

transmission of sound to other areas; 

bedrooms, reception, lobby, etc. . . 

should be look after also. 

Again this space should be accessible 

to the handicapped. This eliminates any 

level changes that could be provided 

to give spacial quality and differentiation 

to particular functions. Ceilings and 

walls however could be used effectively 

in controlling flow, accoustics, spacial 
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quality, and the character of each indi

vidual area in the main hall. 

Circulation within the hall will be 

governed by what function actually 

occurs. But regardless of the functions, 

ease of circulation, whether it be for 

enjoyment, emergency, or maximum vision 

over exhibits is important in planning 

the interior space. Hall ways leading 

to and from the area should be short, 

and should eliminate confusion towards 

flow and exits. Exits should be clearly 

marked and distinguishable from all 

parts of the hall. 

Stages, either portable or permanent 

should be paneled for entertainment 

purposes. Again for the purposes of 

entertainment dressing rooms should be 

provided for the guests with a private 

entrance. The stage area must be 

versatile to accommodate all forms 

of entertainment, as well as large enough 

to allow for board debates or discussion. 

For many conventions and meetings, food 

and beverages are often served. The 

serveries, either portable or permanent 

should be located within close proximity 

to the main kitchen and storage-—waste 

disposal systems. In many cases the 

food is prepared and then distributed 

by mobile serveries aided by waitresses. 

Beverages might also be served this 

way as done in airlines. 

Cloakrooms for wrap storage, and rest-

rooms should also be provided within 

close proximity to the exhibition hall. 

j:4 
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CLOAK ROOMS AND LAVATORIES CTHROUGHOUT 

HOTEL) 

These areas should be along main 

circulation routes close to public 

spaces. They should be conspicuous, 

but the entrances should be separated 

and discrete. It should not be 

possible to see the inside of the 

lavatory from the public areas. They 

should not communicate directly with 

rooms used for food. Women's lavatories 

should include a powder room of ade

quate size. Women usually wish to 

collect their coats from a cloakroom 

within the lavatory area, while man prefer 

the cloakroom entrance. A counter to 

be outside the labatory area. The 

number of fixtures are based on the 

maximum number of people likely to 

use the area served. 

SPECIAL ACCOMMODATION 

Special areas might be included pro

viding special services. These areas 

might range from meeting rooms, to a 

complete gymnasium with sauna and 

swimming pools. They might be accom

modated near kitchens, dining rooms, 

or exhibition halls depending on the 

services rendered. They are usually 

separate rooms, but they might serve 

to support the larger areas. A de

tailed list of many of the possibilities 

is found in the Detail Space Requirements. 

The keys to planning these spaces is to 

locate than close to related activities, 

allow in obstructed flow to these spaces, 

provide required services, and allow 

for sufficient square footage for the 

activities to occur. For example, 

meeting rooms should be close to 
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convention facilities, guest rooms, and 

public entrances, with efficient 

service by staff available. 

GUEST BEDROOMS AND BATHROOMS 

Bedroom or guest accommodation is the 

most important part of the hotel, as 

it will decide whether a guest will 

return. Comfort and quietness, the 

efficiency of the room service, and 

how much the guest feels at home will 

be crucial to the hotel's reputation. 

be determined by bathroom position. 

There will be individual bathrooms for 

each room. When placing bedroom — 

bathroom averagements, certain things 

must be considered or prevented. Some 

of these occurrences are: undue 

elongation of corridors, natural vs. 

artificial ventilation, service to 

plumbing and equipment, and formations 

of lobbies in the hall that cut down 

on bedroom square footage must be 

considered. 

Exact dimensions of each room shouldn't 

be settled until the room has been 

planned in detail: quite small 

variations may take place and make all 

the difference to proper placing of 

bed and other furniture. The shape 

and bedroom size, to some extent, will 

The optimum ratio of single to double 

rooms will vary from hotel to hotel 

and will be decided by feasibility 

studies of the projected market. 

Usually a convention hotel of this 

size requires at least 6P% single 

rooms with the maximimi being 8P% N 
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8PP/1PPP rooms in this case. There is 

also the possibility of establishing 

greater flexibility with rooms of 

standard size fitted with twin beds for 

either single or double rooms. Com

bination rooms help the interchange by 

using divan beds which can be readily 

converted to couches. Doors between 

adjoining rooms can extend bedroom 

flexibility. Rooms linked in this 

fashion will form a suite or can be 

used as a meeting room provided that 

furniture is removed and proper fur

nishings for business activities are 

provided. Sound proofing is difficult 

between rooms however, but this can 

usually be met by fitting two doors 

in tandem. These tandem doors must be 

capable of being locked on each side. 

Terraces and balconies are pleasant, 

particularly for the long range guest, 

but they are also costly. They add to 

the overall volume and subsequent cost 

of the building, and provide problems 

for security, wind and water proofing, 

which leads to more expensive con

struction and joinery. It is necessary 

to provide rooms with and undestructed 

view that will alleviate the need for 

a balcony, and Cor) limit balconies to 

only the most expensive suites. 

Suites of the larger scale or that 

accommodating two rooms in a standard 

size situation, should have a common 

lobby leading to both, room lobbies. 

Turning points in corridors are often 

used to obtain clean solution to these 

turning points. 
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Fixtures and furnishings should be 

both beautiful and able to withstand 

extensive wear. A choice between either 

fixed or free furniture should also be 

considered. Guests do everything from 

sleep, exercise and sit, to study, work, 

or entertain in their rooms. A hotel 

of this caliber should provide ade

quate room service comparable to that 

found in the dining rooms. Communica

tions should be provided to the outside 

with the most common of those being that 

of the metered telephone. Hanging 

space should be obsecured in the dress

ing area of suites, and partitioned off 

in the less expensive and smaller rooms. 

Seating should be provided other than 

the beds for entertainment proposes 

with the goal of providing more square 

footage not occupied by the beds. 

Other equipment can be found in the 

detail space requirements. In some of 

the more expensive suites, built in 

bars and kitchens may be provided. 

To avoid an institutional appearance, 

corridors should be modulated or not 

too long. VarylTxg light intensity say, 

at a room entrance, or recessing room 

entrances could give distinction and 

break the monotomy. It must be noted 

that 1PP-12P ft. is the approximate 

maximum distance an emergency exit 

should be located from any point in 

the hotel. Corridors should be wide 

enough for people to pass by comfortably, 

or to pass by a mobile servery or 

housekeepers wagon. It is best for 

guests that the elevators are within 

close proximity, i.e. not just to 
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one side, so that long distances 

should be avoided. 

Bathrooms within the guest rooms should 

be pleasant and efficiently designed. 

There should be enough room to manuever 

and at the same time everything should 

be close at hand. Bathrooms are used by 

all sizes and shapes of people and it is 

best to accommodate them all, whenever 

possible. Some suites and rooms will be 

required to have handrails and such to 

accommodate the handicapped. All doors 

to bathrooms should be wide enough to 

accommodate a wheel chair comfortably, and 

all vanities and centers should be low 

enough for the handicapped to see over: 

See detail space requirements. 

STAFF SERVICE AREAS 

Generally, service areas are located 

on each bedroom floor served by staff 

and goods lifts and stairs. They 

provide services such as room service, 

cleaner, temporary stage and linen 

storage. The laundry room will depend 

on whether it is contracted out or 

done at the hotel. If it is done at 

the hotel, much space will be needed 

and were staff required to do the work. 

The housekeeper usually has an office 

close to this area: first to monitor 

and second since it is to her responsi

bility. She will control chambermaid 

and should keep in touch with the 

reception area by telephone or monitor 

system to keep up with the nimiber of 

guests required. 
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The timekeeper or security services 

are needed to control vandalism, the 

flow of goods into the receiving dock, 

sometimes parking. The house detective 

maintains guests and other people using 

the hotel to prevent burgularies and 

robberies that might occur in the 

hotel property. 

The service yard and loading lay 

areas may be distinct or separate 

depending on the number of services it 

must serve. The kitchen and linen 

departments should be in close proximity 

to the area and have adequate frontage 

for easy flow of incoming goods. The 

staff entrance could be located in this 

area with close security provision a 

must. 

Locker rooms should be provided for 

male and female employees with full 

changing facilities complete with showers. 

This could enable staff to keep a 

clean manner regardless of their back

ground. Staff cafeterias and contains 

also will be provided to allow staff to 

eat there, thus eliminating confusion 

and mass exodus at meal times, and 

avoids many from being late. 

The main problem with staff and staff 

personnel is staff circulation. If 

the staff has activities across the 

hotel or on another floor, they should 

be able to get about inconspicuously 

and without getting in the way of 

guests. The best way to get from 

floor to floor would be the use of 

staff elevators (service elevators) 



and the stairs. By consolidating dif

ferent activities in certain areas, 

a minimal amount of over circulation 

will occur, i.e. eating establishments 

and dining staff in one area, bedroom 

wings, and corresponding support staff 

in another area. 

5S 
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STRUCTURE 

The main difficulty encountered when 

structure is integrated into high rise 

construction is the obstruction of 

flow in the lower floors by the struc

tural members themselves. Long span 

techniques could be used to transfer 

the loads from above to the space's 

perimeter, thus more space is available 

for circulation and use. The structure 

should lend integrity and enhance its 

beauty by emphasizing connections and 

structural details. Material selection 

is often dictated by geography. In 

central Pennsylvania, steel framing and 

shear wall construction is much more 

available due to lower costs, proximity 

to the manufacturer, and availability 

of the material than other types of 

construction. The character of the hotel 

desired, however, may indicate a need 

for exotic or had to get materials and 

construction techniques. Locating the 

room clusters away from above service areas 

and large interior spaces may eliminate 

the structural problem, but it might 

cause circulation difficulties and 

unwanted distances between activities. 

Different parts of the complex will 

warrant different solutions due to their 

various loading characteristics. 

MECHANICAL 

Coal, heating oil, and steam are the 

main resources for generating heat. 

Harrisburg has a steam generating plant 

that provides most all of the capitol 

complex, and contracts out to private 

users. An experimental plant, in its 

infancy, that generates steam heat from 

Systems Performance 
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burning the city's garbage, could also 

be a potential source of heat energy. 

Steam may provide too much humidity 

for certain activities and finishes, but 

its value increases when compared to 

forced air or the high cost of heating 

oil. Solar applications, both passive 

and active, seem attractive in spe

cialized uses like service areas or 

corridors when combined with other methods, 

due to the rapid advances and interest 

in that industry's research. Individual 

fan coil units are appropriate for small 

zones such as guestrooms or administrative 

offices. Large open spaces might re

quire more costly means due to the number 

of air changes required and the sheer 

sizes of these spaces. Guests, no matter 

what system used, should have control over 

the temperatures in their rooms for their 

own individual comfort. All areas of 

the hotel for that matter, should be ade

quately zoned to provide proper control 

and prevent waste. 

Air conditioning will be provided through

out the hotel where applicable. It has 

been recommended that conditioned spaces 

have sealed fenestration. The intro

duction of operable sashes in controlled 

areas, however, could save money in 

energy costs with limited use. The 

major problem with this however, is 

that noise may be transmitted from one 

space to another, and from noise 

generators outside to the interior 

spaces. The location of the hotel, 

near a body of water, and its stature, 

might be adequate to activate cool air 

by natural ventilation. Ducts and 



chaises for equipment and supply should be 

conveniently located for repair. Again, 

the hotel should be adequately zoned 

and controlled as not to condition spaces 

not in use. 

ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING 

There should be at least one socket by 

each bed in the guestrooms. Lighting 

control panels could also be incorporated 

into the head boards or night stands. 

One socket is desired for lighting and 

cleaning purposes. Grouping together of 

related services will reduce wiring and 

repair costs. Corridors should have a 

reasonable number of outlets for clean

ing and smoke alarms. Lighting should 

be sufficient in corridors and stairs 

for safety reasons. The addition of 

windows to let in natural light would be 
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desirable, although windows located 

at the base of stairs should have pro

tective barriers to prevent people 

from falling through. Approaches to 

the hotel and parking areas should be 

well lit, but should not interfere with 

guest comfort by shining in rooms. 

Parking areas are to be well lit to 

prevent vandalism and burglary to 

the guest's property. Standards should 

be selected both for their beauty and 

ease of maintenance. An energy supply 

should be on hand along with flood 

lighting systems in case of power failure. 

Lighting in restaurants, bars, and 

lounges can be used creatively for 

dramatic results. These fixtures 

should mirror the flavor and style 

of the spaces represented. 
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ACCOUSTICS 

Accoustical standards will vary from 

activity to activity. Rooms should be 

adequately "sealed" as to allow no more 

than 55dBA between rooms. Operable 

sashes should be carefully designed as 

not to allow noise transmission from 

room to room and from the outside in. 

The accoustical treatments in each space 

should be integrated with the design of 

the spaces and the building itself. Rooms 

should be oriented in such a way that 

sound will not be transmitted into the 

rooms from outside producers. Internally, 

the rooms should be insulated from 

mechanical and services spaces. Restau

rants and bars are noise producers, so 

absorption rather than protection must 

occur. Accoustical treatments in 

finishes are to be selected with taste. 

and shouldn't detract from the character 

of the space. Good accoustics will be 

generated in theaters, ballrooms, 

meeting rooms, and lounges where sound 

transmission is essential for enter

tainment or speaking to an audience. 

Accoustical panels and designs can either 

be integrated into the ceilings and 

wall finishes by techniques of con

struction, or portable panels are often 

used to transmit better sound quality to 

audiences in large halls. These portable 

panels come in handy where flexibility 

is needed such as convention and meeting 

rooms. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

The basic, essential communicating 

unit is the telephone and its variations. 

Adequate nimibers of pay phones and house 
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phones will have to be provided in the 

public areas. Phones should be pro

vided in each room with a metering 

device located in the reception desk 

for charging the accounts of guests. 

Wake up systems may be separated or inte

grated into the telephone system also. 

Communications between staff may utilize 

private paging systems with call boxes 

located throughout the hotel. Good 

communication should be provided by the 

hotel for the guests in terms of airlines, 

trains, buses, taxi, limousine, and travel 

services. Monitors for fire, theft, and 

availability of rooms should be used for 

the guests' convenience. Computer based 

accounting systems for credit cards, 

company accounts, and reservations 

should be used. Adequate signage for 

circulation both internally and ex

ternally, both for guests and service 

aids in good circulation and com

munication. Wire services may also be 

provided for guest convenience on 

statistical reports from the stock market 

results and wire results. 

TRANSPORTATION 

Transportation to the hotel should be 

smooth and efficient. Most hotels have 

their own limousine services from 

transportation facilities. This in

corporated with the mass transit systems 

provided and planned, allow easy flow 

and access to the hotel. Harrisburg 

has both a private airport and a jet 

service facility only twelve to twenty 

minutes away and most highway travelers 

traveling on the major arteries that 

intersect the area have even shorter 
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distances to travel when exiting the 

major freeways and interstates. It 

has been contemplated that the re

creational area might extend down the 

river to the airports south of the 

hotel. If so, the lake produced could 

accommodate hover craft or ferries to 

bring guests up the river from the air

ports and nearby towns. A marina could 

be provided which would allow area resi

dents to boat out to the hotel for a 

night of entertainment. Helicopters 

could provide speedy connections to air 

transit and train facilities, nearby 

towns, factories and corporate head

quarters. A railroad bridge carrying 

passenger traffic crosses the island 

and this could provide more expanded 

access to other communities by intro

ducing a station for the hotel there. 

The island site is in the middle of 

the Susquehanna River, therefore it is 

equidistant and a linking mechanism 

between activities occurring on both 

shores. Pedestrian access is available 

via the Walnut Street bridge which is 

on the Historical Register and open to 

pedestrian and bicycle traffic only. 

The Market Street bridge provides vehicu

lar movement from both directions to 

the site. Separate entrances should 

be provided for service vehicles to 

aid in circulation. Transportation of 

all goods will be by truck to the site 

so adequate shipping and receiving 

docks should also be provided. Proper 

signage of an easily identifiable graphic 

means should be utilized at all appro-

ches and entrances, and on the site 

itself to eliminate confusion and 

iJ 
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increase eff iciency. 
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1. RECEPTION 

.Porter's Station: Visual control over 

lifts and entrance doors. Easy 

access to baggage room. Space for 

trolleys. 

.Head Porter's Station: Incorporated 

in Inquiry Counter or a separate 

unit. If separate, it must have 

good communication with the rest 

of the staff, and a good view of 

the main entrance. It must be in 

communication with garage for valet 

service. Fire alarm and bell 

monitors should be close by. 

.Counter 

.Storage for time tables, brochures, and 

luggage left by guests for short 

periods of time. 

.Cash drawer for minor transactions 

.Cashier and accounting machines 

.News Telex 

.Key racks and depositories 

.Small Post Office 

.Telephone meters 

.Stationary and Records Storage 

.Strong room or safe 

.Parcel or short term baggage storage 

.T.V. monitors or loudspeakers 

.Room call system 

2. RECEPTION LOBBY 

.Furniture should be of contract quality, 

and able to withstand prolonged wear. 

.Easy chairs and settees 

.Desk chairs and writing desks 

.Low tables 

.Ash trays, both table and pedestral 

.Carpets: durable but beautiful 

.Curtains for sun control and looks 

.Anti glare glazing 

DetQiled Space and Systems fiequirements 
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.Clocks: Should be both durable and 

beautiful, easily seen by both 

staff and guests; conspicuously 

designed for easy view 

.Telephones: Should provide both in 

house free dialing and pay phones 

located in either kiosks or sound 

hoods. They should be inconspicuous

ly designed but easily located. 

.Sofas: Contract combination seating 

that will be flexible for future 

change. 

.Vegetation: Planters can also double 

as seating systems integrated 

into the interior design. 

3. LOUNGES 

.Comfortable seating: 

.Low tables 

.Ashtrays 

Low to scale 

.Finishes: Dependent on motif of lounge 

.Comfortable relaxed atmosphere: may 

act as a transitional element 

between lobby and bar or restaurants 

.Telephone jacks 

4. BARS 

.Seating: Low to scale and of contract 

quality. 

.Cash system: Computerized 

.Wash up facilities 

.Stewards' facilities 

. Security lockup for bar 

.Motif 

.Barstorage and bottle disposal system 

.Bar Counter 

storage of glasses 

shelves 

ice making 

wince racks 
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cigarette storage 

bottle display 

security 

hoists 

draught beer system 

back bar flooring 

food buffet 

.Curtain/Stage 

.Accoustics 

.Ventilation 

.Lighting, lighting levels 

.Wine cooling: if no separate bar for 

restaurant 

5. DINING ROOMS, RESTAURANTS, OR 

COFFEE SHOPS 

.Type of seating: Dependent on motif 

selected 

.Type of service: full waiter or 

waitress 

.Theme and motif 

.Divisions in rooms 

.Dance floor 

.Orchestra facilities 

.Dumb Waiters 

,Head Waiter's desk 

,Cash system: Computerized 

.Liquor service: All but coffee shop 

.System for lighting: zoned for dimming 

.Curtain/Stage 

.Telephone Jack points 

.Accoustical treatment in finished 

materials 

.Possible external public access and 

cloakrooms 

.Color and lighting: accent and 

enhance food 

.Hard wearing floor coverings at 

heavily traveled areas 
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.Speakers/sound system if no band is 

performing 

.Table mats and cloths modular 

.Accessability for the handicapped 

6. FUNCTION ROOMS 

.Ante rooms: Liquor storage and service 

.Systems of dividing main hall 

.Public and service access 

.High degree of sound proofing 

.Storage of movable walls 

.Furniture Storage: Stacking chairs and 

tables 

.Crockery Storage: Banquetting rooms 

have own storage 

.Dance floor: May be beneath removable 

carpet 

.Wall protection against damage hy 

backs of chairs 

.Air Conditioning: Zoning to eliminate 

conditioning unused areas 

,Food and liquor seryice. to ante rooms 

and main ha,ll 

.Toilet and cloakroom facilities 

,Movie Projection equipment or separate 

projection room 

.External access for oversized equip

ment and exhibition materials 

.Exhibition services 

.Electrical dimming 

.Electronic Equipment: closed circuit 

T.V. to guest rooms 

.Changing rooms 

.Band stand. Stage or Dias: May be 

permanent or temporary 

.Theme motif or name 

.Telephone jack points 

.Accoustical treatments 

.Press Room 

.Multi Linqual broadcast or relay systems 

II 
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.strictly followed fire regulations 

.Lighting 

.Ventillation 

.Public Address System 

.Service flats or suites 

.V.I.P. Rooms 

. Chapels or other religious facilities 

.Honeymoon Suites 

7. SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS 

.Staff room for chauffers and guest's 

staff 

.Day Nurseries 

.House doctor or nurse's infirmary 

.Businessmen's secretarial facilities 

or office 

.Gym 

.Turkish or Sauna bath 

.Cinema 

.Sample and Meeting rooms 

. Locker Rooms for swimming pool and gym 

.Night Clubs 

.Kosher Kitchens 

Manager's flat 

8, BEDROOMS 

.8PP Singles; Average comfort 

.15P Doubles: High comfort 

.4P Double adjoining suites: High comfort 

.IP Luxury Suites; Five with live-in 

accommodat ions 

.Built-in or loose furniture 

.Luggage racks: Provisions for hanging 

.T.V. stand 

.Shelves or exposed storage 

.Chairs: Both easy and desk type 

.Stools 

.Occasional tables 

.Drawer chests and night stands 

size depends on length of stay 

_^-' 



shelves should be visible upon 

"leaving 

task lighting 

noise factors 

locking or nonlocking 

Lighting: Porter should be able to 

switch on all lights at once from 

the door 

easy maintenance 

fixed bedhead lights 

center light 

standard lamps 

switching: two way phased 

.Bedside Control Panel 

fire alarm 

T.V. and radio 

air conditioning 

lighting switch panel 

telephone 

nursery call 

11. 

door, curtain or other mechanical 

controls 

.Curtains 

allowances for battens 

Venetian or vented shades 

electrically operated in suites 

.Noise penetration in between rooms 

should not exceed 55dBA 

Chaised walls: stagger soap dishes 

avoid noise transmission through 

pipes 

built-in or recessed fixtures are 

not effective sound barriers 

window design should avoid effected 

transmissions of sound 

.Entrance door 

sound proofed 

locking system 

door nimiber should relate to both 

floor and room number 



,Mirrors 

full length: maid should not have 

reflected view into room upon 

entering 

lighted makeup mirror 

Carpets 

battened 

details at change in materials 

details at skirting 

9. BATHS 

.Baths: mixers, non scalding 

.Nond skid surfaces 

.Showers: anti-scald thermostatic 

control 

.Telephone or extension jack 

.Shower curtain or track doors 

.Steam extract system 

.Hand grips of secure fixing 

.Soap dishes 

72. 
.Drip dry railings: shirt or sock hangers 

.Basins and vanities 

.Toiletries" shelf 

.Mirrors 

.Shaving sockets; check voltage 

.Tissue holder 

.Razor blade disposal 

.Heated towel rails 

.Toilet: flush, tank, or bidet 

•Toilet paper holder: roll or pack type 

.Loudspeaker extension 

.Bottle opener 

.Ash trays: may be built in to avoid loss 

.Emergency release on bathroom door 

.Emergency call 

.Air extract and inlet: natural or forced 

,Coat hooks 

.Floor drains 

,Duct access: lowest amount of guest 

interruption possible 
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.Hooks or shelves for accessories 

.Sanitary towel disposal 

.Reduced sound transmission between 

bathroom and bedroom 

.Guest Refrigerator 

.Iced water supply 

.Telephone 

.Heating lamps 

.Candles for power failure 

IP. CORRIDORS 

.Protective, attractive wall finishes 

.Graphics 

.Duct access: avoid going into rooms 

.Protective handrails 

.Room numbering: relate to floor number 

.Lighting: emergency lighting must be 

provided 

.Lighting switch panels should be 

located close to rooms and entrances 

to corridors 

.Fire doors and escapes 

hose reels 

fire extinguishers 

sprinkler systems 

.Electrical or built in recepticals 

for cleaning equipment and house 

maintenance 

.Angle protection for wall corners 

.Vending machines 

ice 

beverages 

cigarettes 

.Cable and telephone ducts 

.Carpets: lay down in sections for 

easy replacement and cleaning 

.Graphically oriented directions for 

ease of circulation 
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11. LANNDRY AND LINEN ROOMS 

.Storage for: 

bed linen 

tableware 

uniforms 

towels and wash cloths 

trolley storage 

.Systems of control and issue 

.Return of soiled linen 

.Working space 

repair of linen 

storage of baskets 

.Sorting area 

.Hatch or large doors for trolleys and 

chutes 

.Valet cleaning for guests 

.Access to loading bay 

.Slatted shelving for easy access 

.Ventillation 

.Himiidity and heat controls 

.Communications system 

,Linen storage throughout hotel 

12. KITCHEN 

.Close proximity to support and delivery 

nodes 

.Provisioned power: Gas or electric 

.Washing: Dishes or hands 

.Minimum noise penetration to public 

spaces 

.Chef's office 

.Ventillation and exhaust of kitchen fumes 

.Rubbish disposal 

.Cold Rooms and compressors 

.Floor cleaning: Gulleys and drains 

.Cleaning 

wash down hoses 

easily maintained wall and floor 

finishes 

impervious ceilings 

^^' 
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10. 
.Furniture storage 

.Secure area for the storage of paint, 

spare parts, and electrical equipment 

.Elimination of high noise sources 

.Visual supervision of machinery and 

mechanical equipment 

.Files for equipment data, blueprints 

17. GENERAL STORAGE 

.Control of food, beverages, cleaning 

materials, and linens 

.Superized system of issue 

.Communications 

•Floor finishes durable to withstand 

wear of trolley traffic 

.Wall and door protection 

18. SECURITY 

.Visual inspection at loading dock 

.Staff entrance security 

.Time keeper and time clock 

.Burgular and fire alarm monitors 

.Key inventory 

.Scales for incoming goods 

.In house detective 

19. SERVICE ROOMS 

.Food and service lifts 

.High speed elevators 

.Linen storage: Each maid has a unit 

for which she is responsible for 

.Linen chutes: Check fire codes 

.Staff lavatories 

.Door protectors and adequate openings 

to accommodate trolley widths 

.Trolley storage within service rooms 

.Cleaning material storage 

.Bed storage 

,Staff access from floor to floor; 

without being conspicuous 

^i^ 



.Communications 

•Refuse Disposal 

•Stop sinks 

•Good insulation against noise between 

guest rooms and lift shafts 

20. SERVICE YARD AND LOADING BAY 

.Turning circles for large trucks and 

smooth circulation of service traffic 

.Crate storage 

.Staff entrance security 

.Truck headroom 

.Lighting 

.Dock levels 

.Bearing capacity of pavement 

21. ELEVATORS AND LIFTS 

.Decorative features 

.Advertising and menues 

.Taped music 

11. 

.Floor finishes to match landings for 

ease of transferring from lobby to 

elevator 

.Floor nxmibering to relate to room 

nimibering 

.Wall protection 

.Guest operation with no attendant needed 

.Motor room lift shaft to meet fire codes 

.Exposed high speed passenger lifts 

.Service elevators for food and linen 

.Lighting 

.Air Conditioning 

22. EXTERNAL CIRCULATION AND PARKING 

.Nimiber of c a r s 

.Drive through entrance 

.Attendant 

.Adequate signage for traffic flow 

.Flat poles 

.Illuminated signage 
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.Landscaping 

.Water sprinkling system 

.Fire truck access 

.Fire hydrants 

.Sidewalks, and curbs should accommodate 

wheelchair access points 

.Parking for the handicapped close to 

entrances 

.Overhead harrier system of regulating 

traffic types (cars or trucks only) 

through certain entrances 

23. ELECTRICAL 

.Noise factors for transformers and 

switch rooms 

.Main electricity supply: loops or 

right of way 

.Cable ducts and material sizes 

.Future extensions 

.Vertical mains 

.Surplus for kitchen equipment 

.Selection of lighting and conductors 

.Emergency lighting and supply 

.Switching layouts should be conveniently 

located for both guests and staff 

.Dimmers for appropriate areas 

,Low voltage supply; Electric shavers 

in bathrooms 

.Supply of fittings 

.10% of reserve stock on hand for fixture 

replacement 

.Circuit breakers instead of fuses 

.Floodlighting, road lighting, sign 

lighting and glare should be 

shielded from guest rooms 

.Power points for cleaning equipment 

.Electric doors 

.Elevators: hydralic or electric 

.Special effects equipment needs for 

restaurants and bars 

I*.,; 
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.Maintenance 

.Emergency generators 

24. WATER SUPPLY 

.Chilled water to bedrooms 

.Hotel demand and fire services 

.Water softeners 

.Cooling 

.Washing 

.Maintenance of pipes 

.Sanitary breaks: Toilets and bidets 

.Condensation of pipes above false 

ceilings: condensation trays 

.Accoustics: Stacks, cisterns and traps 

.Drainage at bottom of ducts 

.Flushing troughs at public lavatories 

.Overflow checks 

.Easy access to stop cocks in case of 

emergency 

25, REFUSE DISPOSAL 

.Frequency of collection 

.Methods of collection: mechanical 

or manual 

.Turning radius of vehicles and widths 

.Volimie of refuse 

.Transfer from rooms to main bins 

.Incinerator 

.Water availability for cleaning 

.Fire and sanitary risks 

.Allowable space for expansion 

.Crate and box storage and disposal 

.Trash compactors in selected areas 

26. COMMUNICATIONS 

.Staff pocket radios 

.Telephones 

.Switch rooms 

.Power points in equipment room 

.Dust proofing 
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.House telephones 

.Pay telephones for exterior communication 

.Ansering service 

.Colors: interior related 

.Jacks in lobbies, lounges, and bars 

.Direct lines to airports and travel 

agents 

.Public address 

.Taped music 

.Guest call system and room monitoring 

.Staff radio paging 

27. RADIO AND T.V. 

.Television sets in all rooms 

.Position of controls 

.Finishes for ease of maintenance 

.Built in to prevent theft 

.Radio may be combined with T.V. 

.Relation to bed control panel 

.Clock 

.Speaker in Bathroom 

28, SIGNAGE 

.Main hotel sign 

.Reception and lobby 

.Graphic directional signs 

.Room directional signs at elevator 

lobbies 

.Room nimibers 

.Emergency exits 

.Service areas 

.Traffic direction 

.Headroom 

.Standardization of lettering and 

logos or motifs 

.Illumination requirements 

.Fireman's switch to neon signs 

.Timed external signs 

.Number of langauges 

1%/ 
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29. SECURITY AND FIRE 

.Fire escapes, staircases, and corridors 

.Fire doors 

.Fire ratings of materials 

.House reels and dry risers 

.Fire access to equipment 

.Emergency sprinkler systems 

.Foam inlets 

.Smoke alarms 

.Automatic cutoffs to venting and 

duck work 

.Ventillation to basement motor rooms 

.Room fire alarms connected to monitoring 

panels 

.Emergency exits 

30 GENERAL 

.Master clock system 

.Vaccum cleaning systems 

.Gardener's storage 

.Landscaping, both interior and exterior 

,Key making 

.Window cleaning 

.Computerized accounting and control 

31. HEATING 

.Basic energy supply 

.Central plant 

.Heat transfer media and sources: 

steam 

hot water 

electrical 

gas 

oil 

coal 

solar 

.Conduction and convection units 

.Fan coil units 

.Allowable square footages to accom

modate equipment bulk 

1 ! 
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n. 
.Concealing equipment from view 

32. VENTILATION 

.Air extract 

.Removal of steam and fimies 

.Bathrooms: Either mechanical or 

natural 

.Air changes required per space and 

activity 

33. AIR CONDITIONING 

.Induction systems 

.Dual duct systems 

.Fan coil units 

•Allowable square footage to accommodate 

equipment bulk 

.Concealing equipment from view 

.Systems may vary depending on space 

served 

34, ACCOUSTICS 

.Ballrooms 

.Theaters 

.Restaurants 

.Bars 

.Materials 

.Treated ceilings 

.Fllor covering selection 

.Water fountains, and pools 

.Entertainment requirements 

35. STRUCTURAL 

.Long span 

.Load bearing: Compression 

.Suspension 

.Concrete or steel: fire codes 

.Parking garage loads 

.Interference of structural members 

with lower floors 

i 



.Loading 

wind 

show and water 

live and dead loads 

fi. 
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DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

The boundary of City Island, site of 

the proposed hotel, is the shoreline 

itself. The Susquehanna River surrounds 

the site on all four sides. It is within 

the corporate limits of Harrisburg, 

Pennsylvania; the west shore of the 

Susquehanna being the western most 

boundary. 

The dimensions of the island are: 

4,000 feet north to south and 1,PPP 

feet at its widest point. The 

character of the island is roughly 

long and thin with its widest point 

occurring in the northern one third 

of the site just north of the Walnut 

Street Bridge. 

The rights of way include, the Walnut 

Street Bridge, Market Street Bridge, 

and the Conrail Bridge from north to 

south respectively. The Conrail 

Railroad Bridge carry both passenger 

and freight, the Market Street Bridge 

handles three lane vehicular traffic, 

and the Walnut Street Bridge is for 

pedestrian and bicycle traffic only. 

The rights of way on the site consists 

of an inconsistently paved road that 

travels from the Market Street Bridge 

north along the east shore of the 

island, looping at the northern point 

and circling back southward along the 

western shore where it interesects 

itself on the northern side of the 

Ŵ alnut Street Bridge, 

Site Analysis 
TA^ 
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DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

The boundary of City Island, site of 

the proposed hotel, is the shoreline 

itself. The Susquehanna River surrounds 

the site on all four sides. It is within 

the corporate limits of Harrisburg, 

Pennsylvania; the west shore of the 

Susquehanna being the western most 

boundary. 

The dimensions of the island are: 

4,000 feet north to south and 1,P00 

feet at its widest point. The 

character of the island is roughly 

long and thin with its widest point 

occurring in the northern one third 

of the site just north of the Walnut 

Street Bridge. 

The rights of way include, the Walnut 

Street Bridge, Market Street Bridge, 

and the Conrail Bridge from north to 

south respectively. The Conrail 

Railroad Bridge carry both passenger 

and freight, the Market Street Bridge 

handles three lane vehicular traffic, 

and the Walnut Street Bridge is for 

pedestrian and bicycle traffic only. 

The rights of way on the site consists 

of an inconsistently paved road that 

travels from the Market Street Bridge 

north along the east shore of the 

island, looping at the northern point 

and circling back southward along the 

western shore where it interesects 

itself on the northern side of the 

¥alnut Street Bridge, 
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There are no curbs or curb cuts except 

at the exit points from the Walnut and 

Market Street bridges onto the site. 

No fire hydrants are provided on the 

site since water for fires has been 

pumped from the river. A commuter 

parking lot, between the Market Street 

bridge and filtration plant, has light 

standards throughout, and a pole line 

for electricity and telephone to the 

bathhouse and filtration plant extends 

north along the island's eastern share 

via the access road. 

point as a boat landing and bathing 

area. Between its northern point and 

the Walnut Street bridge, the land 

has been cleared for parking behind 

the filtration plant and bathhouse. 

Density occupation of the site is sparce 

with only seasonal use. There are no 

height restrictions in building in 

this area. Access to the site is by 

boat, by car via the Market Street bridge 

at two points, and by foot or bicycle 

at one point from the Walnut Street 

Bridge.in both directions. 

ZONING 

Presently, City Island is zoned 

recreational. The presence of a large 

commuter parking lot questions this 

ordinance, although the island is 

used extensively at its northern most 

UTILITIES 

An existing electrical line of 12,PPP V 

enters the site from the southern most 

Conrail bridge to serve the radio tower 

located between that bridge and the 

Market Street Bridge. Another line. 

3 
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entering the site from the Market 

Street bridge, serves the parking lots, 

the filtration plant, and the bath house. 

Portable water enters the site via the 

Walnut Street Bridge. All utilities 

enter the site approximately 2P ft. 

above grade since they use the bridge 

structure to carry the pipes and conuits. 

Sewer lines and service will need to be 

installed although a presently unused 

sewage treatment center could be re

vitalized for the hotel's own use. 

All existing utilities will have to be 

upgraded, reinforced, and increased in 

capacity. Bridges, as before, will act 

as a vehicle for transporting utilities 

to the site, and removal of waste. 

SOIL CONDITIONS 

The condition of the soil is constantly 

changing in certain areas due to the 

fluctuating coastline and the Susquehanna 

River. The island was initially formed 

by deposits of silt adhering to linestone, 

sandstone, and shale outcroppings in 

the river. Later, when the Conrail 

Bridge was built, the island actually 

grew to incorporate them into the 

present size of the island by using 

the piers of the bridge for foundations. 

The composition is a rich loam composed 

of silt runoff from fertile farmlands 

upstream. The highest density of silt 

occurs in layers up to 15 feet above 

the main channel depth who's river bottom 

is essentially shale and impervious bed

rock. Other rock concentrations, include 

limestone and dolemite, which along 

with shale and coal, comprise the 

highest percentage in mineral content. 
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Bearing capacities, because of the 

island's compsotion and threat of 

underwashing foundations; a phenomenon 

found in shale bed compsotional terrain, 

are quite low. Pier foundations are 

necessary to secure the structure from 

settling or "floating," by securing the 

facility into the bedrock. 

LAND CONTOURS 

The elevation of the site ranges from 

IP ft along the shore, to 15 ft above the 

river bed. No significant hills or 

valleys are present and little undulation 

from its basically flat character, except 

for low dikes along its eastern and 

western share for flood proofing. Drain

age patterns are in the form of natural 

runoff flowing into the river. No man-

made conditions have been introduced 

to control this or influence its behavior. 

Standing water often lingers for days 

in the flat areas due to inadequate 

drainage which could produce a health 

hazard. Visual access is blocked to the 

island from the west and east share by 

a line of trees and thick underbrush 

growing at the shoreline. A bluff on 

the west shore, however, offers an 

unrestricted view to the island and 

Harrisburg in the background Csee 

photograph). The island is basically 

flat in character which contrasts 

with the abrupt rise in elevation on 

the west shoare and the reoccurring 

hills to the east, 

EXISTING FOLIAGE 

Grand cover is extensive throughout. 

Very few areas, save for the shoreline 
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and the parking lots lay bare. This 

is due to the richness of the land from 

accumulations of silt over the years. 

Everything from tall grasses and herbs, 

along with blackberry bushes and vines 

can be found on the site. The major 

variety of trees are maple and locust. 

Fall produces the amber colors of 

maple leaves, and the fact that these 

trees periodically lose their leaves 

during cold months, gives a multitude 

of intersecting dark shadows on the white 

snow in winter. In suummer, the same 

trees offer a relieving canopy pro

ducing shaded cool areas that fight the 

heat and high humidity. The heights 

of these trees range from 15 to 20 feet 

with the older, taller ones located 

closer to the interior. 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES 

The most significant feature of the 

island's character is the island itself. 

The shoreline has sandy beaches along 

its perimeter turning to dense foliage 

and underbrush. Trees line the shore 

further inland followed by grassy fields 

in the interior. There are no rock 

formations, or bodies of water located 

on the island. A radio tower to the 

south and a bath house, boat landry 

and sevage filtration plant are located 

at the northern tip. 

SENSORY 

Major noise producers are the Conrail 

bridge to the south on the tip of the 

island and the Market Street Bridge 

which intersects its center. Front 
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street, on the East Shore, and route 11, 

traveling along the west shore, produce 

a high degree of vehicular noise at 

certain periods of the day. A railroad 

line also goes down the west shore with 

noise from trains at scheduled periodic 

times, Rush hour traffic and train sche

dules dictate times noise is produced by 

the major bridges either intersecting 

or passing close by the site. Holidays, 

weekends, and rush hour traffic periods 

are the highest noise producing periods 

of the year, week, or day. Route 11 on 

the West Shore and Front Street on the 

East Shore, along with Market Street, 

route 22, and U.S. 15 CInterstate 81) 

that cross the river are the major vehi

cular noise producers. 

Visual patterns are produced even before 

one gets to the site. Approaching 

from the west, on route 22, one is much 

higher in elevation, and only the very 

top of such a structure on the site can 

be seen. As you wind down the bluff 

to the river and the Harvey Taylor 

Bridge, the site will slowly unfold 

before your eyes. Traveling north and 

south along the river, a visual wall of 

ridges and maountains creates directional 

control to view, orienting your visual 

contact to the site; the center of 

this unique visual perspective. Travel

ing from the east, through the suburban 

fabric of the East Shore and Downtown 

Harrisburg, the site pops into view 

when crossing the river over the many 

bridges. Visual emphasis from the 

site occurs along its entire perimeter 

with views of the bluff to the west, 
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the capital and Harisburg's skyline 

to the East, a spectacular view of the 

Blue Mountain Ridge to the north, and 

visual repetition of arch forms in the 

multitude of bridges which cross the 

river to the south. Views into and 

out of the site will be more obvious 

during the winter and less conspicuous 

during the summer months due to the 

deciduous trees lining the island's 

perimeter. This is not inhibiting; 

the trees all year round lend character 

and scale to the site. 

TIME DISTANCES 

Pedestrian distances on the site are 

IP minutes to walk its width, about 

25 minutes from end to end, and it 

takes approximately 45 minutes to 

walk its perimeter. It takes about 

IP minutes to walk from the island 

using the Walnut Street Bridge, to the 

west shore and about 5 minutes to 

Harrisburg, on the eastern shore. The 

capitol complex is about 3P minute's 

walk from the island and about 2P minutes 

to the center of retail activity; 

Market Square. 

Vehicular distances to major points and 

traffic arteries are short. Five 

minutes to the capitol, five minutes 

to all hospitals, three minutes to 

Harristown, ten to fifteen minutes to 

many west shore communities, anywhere 

from five to twenty minutes to interstates 

81 and 83; highways 15, 22, and 11, 

and about ten minutes drive to the 

transit station for rail and bus 

service. It takes approximately thirty 
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minutes to drive to Harrisburg 

International Airport, and about fifteen 

minutes to Harrisburg/York State Airport, 

which serves private and corporate 

planes. The Pennsylvania Turnpike 

has exits on either side of the 

Susquehanna River, and the West Shore 

entrance is only twenty minutes from 

City Island, 

EXISTING VEHICULAR 

,Interstate 83 south of site crosses 

river on south bridges; secondary 

accessibility. 

.U.S. 15 and 22 north of site crossing 

river on Harvey Taylor Bridge. 

.Interstate 81 north of site and Harvey 

Taylor Bridge crossing the river 

on the George Wade Bridge. 

.Market Street bisecting the island 

via the Market Street bridge 

connecting U.S. 11 and 22, and 

Harrisburg and the west shore. 

.U.S. 11 traveling north to south on 

the west shore connecting inter

state 81, U.S. 15 and 22, and 

interstate 83 respectively. 

.Front street on the east shore traveling 

north to south, connecting, inter

state 81, U.S. 22, and interstate 

83. 

EXISTING PEDESTRIAN 

Most viable pedestrian link with each 

shore will be the Walnut Street Bridge 

on the Historical Register, open only 

to pedestrian and bicycle traffic. 

Boat traffic from West Shore marinas 

can also be expected. 
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SURROUNDING SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT 

The social environment hs a significant 

separation due to the Susquehanna River 

itself. The well to do tend to live in 

communities like Highland Park and Camp 

Hill, once a retreat for wealthy Harris

burg businessmen. Ohter communities 

located on the westshore are Lemoyne, 

Wormleysburg and Mechanisburg with 

suburbs in between. These areas are 

traditional bastions of lower to upper 

middle class white and blue collar 

workers. The east shore urban areas of 

Harrisburg are occupied by minorities, 

the poor, and young professionals 

attracted by the vitality "Harristown" 

has produced. Further east, suburbs 

and communities roughly mirror the 

image of west shore counterparts. 

This East Shore - V/est Shore polarity 

results in each group keeing pretty 

much to themselves. This characteristic 

of the metropolitan area starts in 

high school and continues for lifelong 

residents. The quick growth experienced 

in this area after World War II resulted 

in people adopting their respective town 

as a means of identification in a 

highly diverse, mobile, and changing 

population that left area residents 

insecure. The "Suburbia Syndrome," 

a condition where no one really feels 

accepted or secure due to changing jobs 

and transfers, is in direct conflict 

and a result of the "townies" alienating 

newcomers to preserve their own 

identity. Through peHsonal contact, 

this author has found this condition 

spawning a cold social atmosphere 

which should be revised to prevent 
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failure of such a facility which 

caters to out of town guests. 

PARKING AND SITE CIRCULATION 

Existing parking is woefully inadequate 

for a facility of this magnitude. One 

parking space per room is a good place 

to start. An additional 20% of that 

for staff and 3P% for special events 

or activities, requires approximately 

15PP parking spaces for a IPPP room 

hotel and convention center, with 

provisions for expanded growth. This 

would necessitate a parking structure 

of some sort so as much of the island 

can be preserved as possible. Restricted 

parking for staff and service traffic 

could be located in a specific section 

of a parking structure, or in a 

secondary lot. 

Separate access should be provided for 

guest and service vehicles; increasing 

ease of circulation while maintaining 

the elegant character of the guest's 

approach to the hotel. Service access 

should relate efficiently with the 

loading and receiving bay of the hotel, 

with a turning area for bigger trucks. 

Guest access should be convenient from 

both the entrance and parking area, and 

between these two activities as well. 

The main entrance should lend character 

and formal elegance to the approach and 

hotel itself. The only vehicular entry 

to this site occurs in both directions 

off the Market Street Bridge. These 

exits would have to be extensively 

modified and updated, to accommodate 

the increased volume of traffic, and 

serve as no asset to planning. The 
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volume will be the heaviest when the 

vulk of goods and services are received 

by the hotel, namely early mornings 

and at the beginning and endings of 

working weeks, with an additional load 

just before and after holiday seasons 

and special events. 
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